Steel Partitions
& Glass Doors

Handmade for you
Create new spaces with our range of handmade steel
partitions and internal glass screens.
Our beautifully designed slim framework will maximise
natural light, whilst offering a seamless division to
modernise your interior.

There are endless possibilities . . .
we have an extensive range of doors
from hinged or pivot type through to
sliding doors or bi-folding and

Bi-fold Doors

Hinged Doors - fire rated and soundproof options

Pivot Doors

Sliding Doors

we will help design and
custom make the one that’s
perfect for you.
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An open plan home
that works

We believe that open plan living is amazing but
it can also be frustrating. With the background
noise of family, friends and pets it can be hard to
concentrate and find that all important feeling
of tranquillity.
Internal divisions are becoming increasingly
popular because they can be closed to restore
peace when you need it or left ajar giving you
the same appearance and functionality
of open plan living.
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Working from home can be
challenging and to help with this,
we can now offer our hinged doors
with a sound proof rating of 35dB.
So now your partitioned room
becomes a quiet space to work or
just find some peace.
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Designed to suit

Enjoy the ability to close off your room for privacy or open it for that dinner party or family get-together. Our partition system provides the freedom
to create shapes, patterns and bespoke solutions in all spaces and applications. Our screens are designed to have slimline sightlines, starting at
just 20mm, made from high tensile and durable galvanised steel, providing space and harmony without compromising light.
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Open your mind

For the largest of spaces, a fantastic solution to maximise opening ability is our
bi-folding door. You will be treated to fingertip light operation and beautifully
crafted handles each time you use your bifold system
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Work or play

Our screens are designed to be installed
up to a ceiling height of 4m plus, allowing
commercial applications such as offices,
hotels and restaurants to be easily redesigned
with ultra slim sightlines.
Traditional stud walls can be replaced
with light creating divisions and our sound proof
screens ensures privacy is not compromised.
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We can design your doors and steel screens with
solid panels or standard or obscured glazing to
decorate and modernise an area.
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Think out of the box & create a space like no other
The beauty and the adaptability of traditional steel allows your doors or screens to become a fabric form to any interior design.
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Choose your Colors
All elements are available in a choice of 6 standard colours with the option of any RAL
colour or special effect colours - ask your dealer for further details.

RAL

RAL

RAL

7021

RAL

RAL

Gold 92

7016

7022

Tailor to your
colour scheme
We understand that every room needs special

9003

of our other popular standard colours, and if you
need a solution beyond this, pick a shade from one
of the many RAL colour options.
For those who want something truly special,
we offer the option to upgrade to our
Elite Metal finishes and enjoy stunning screens
finished in antique bronze, smooth copper,
or even brushed brass.
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An example of an Elite Metal door in a brushed brass finish

attention. Choose from our classic jet black or one

9005

Clear or Satinato glass is supplied as standard or select from a choice of patterned
obscure glazing for an added design feature. Fire rated glass also available.
VSG (transparent) float glass

VSG (matte) frosted glass

SGG MASTER-CARRE glass

Wired glass

Flutes glass
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Style inspiration
Explore the options and get creative by combining opening elements with fixed windows and fanlights to create a complete solution for any opening.
Our online design configurator provides a quick and easy assistant for building your personal room divider and, our design team are always on hand to create custom solutions,
whether it be size, shape or glazing bar pattern.

RK 01

Handle: London

RK 02

Handle: Paris

RK 03

Handle: Bristol

RK 05

Handle: Tokyo

Plus the extras that give you peace of mind
. . . fire rated and sound proof doors and screens
We supply fire rated, tested and certified doors and screen systems - FD30 (up to 30min fire resistance).
For those areas of your home or office that need extra peace and quiet we also supply acoustic screen systems.
Single glazed sound proof screens - up to 36dB rating. Double glazed sound proof screens – up to 35dB rating
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RK 06

Handle: Paris

RK 07

Handle: London

Statement doors
Enhance your opening with an elegant pivot door using the same slim steel construction. The beauty and rarity of pivot doors make them a real experience to use.
You will love the light and carefully balanced operation time and time again.

RK 10

Handle: Oslo
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Double up
Choose whether you want a single hinged door or paired doors to maximise the opening. Our slim interlock lines melts away, offering great functionality with minimal light loss.
For larger openings, couple your doors with side lights to achieve massive spans in glass.

RK 08

Handle: Vienna
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RK 09

Handle: Tokyo

RK 11

Handle: Emma
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Finishing touches

Bristol

Handles

Locking

With a large choice of lever and bar handles available,

All doors are available with a non-locking ball catch for ease of constant

you’ll be sure to find the perfect handle to finish your door.

opening or select a key locking cylinder for securing private spaces.

Nice

London

Paris

Milan

Monaco

Munich

Optional handle upgrade
If a room needs extra security, why not
upgrade to a smart door lock system.
Unlock your door with one touch finger print
recognition, personal passcode or remote
opening using the smart home app.
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General Information

All RK Steel products are hand made to customer designs and sizes
and supplied in separate elements for ease of access and assembly.
All glazing is dry beaded with gaskets to reduce initial weight and
ease installation or replacement.
All screens include full design drawings for checking/approval prior
to manufacture.

Tokyo

Vienna

Oslo

Warranty/Customer Service

Berlin

Brussels

Lisbon

RK Door Systems has over 25 years’ experience in the design and installation of
high specification entrance doors and windows. Our attention to detail and quality
is respected throughout the UK and all our products are backed by our 10 year
warranty and customer service guarantee.
Please visit our Google reviews or testimonials page to see what others think.
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rksteel.co.uk

